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Positive Learning Behaviours based on animals are central to our school’s
ethos for learning and the school’s values for behaviour. These will be

referred to specifically in lessons and pupils will be rewarded for
demonstrating these positive behaviours.  They are as follows:

good listening - a bat working as a team - a bee being resilient - an ant making
links - spider taking risks - a meerkat being curious - a cat
being independent - a tiger having empathy - a monkey being creative - a unicorn
being wise - an owl being ready to learn - an elephant
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Subject: Computing
Intent:
Our computing curriculum is designed to teach pupils to be masters of technology and not slaves to it. Technology is everywhere and will
play a pivotal part in students' lives, therefore, we want to model and educate our pupils on how to use technology positively, responsibly
and safely (animal learning behaviour for wisdom - owl). They should be resilient in developing computing skills (animal learning behaviour -
ant). We want our pupils to think critically and be curious (animal learning behaviour - cat), being creators, not just consumers. We want our
pupils to understand that there is always a choice with using technology and as a school we utilise technology (especially social media) to
model positive use. We recognise that the best prevention for a lot of issues we currently see with technology/social media is through
education. We recognise that technology can allow pupils to share their learning in creative ways. We also understand the accessibility
opportunities technology can provide for our pupils. Our knowledge rich curriculum has to be balanced with the opportunity for pupils to
apply their knowledge creatively which will, in turn, help our pupils become skilful computer scientists. We encourage staff to experiment
with using computing across the whole curriculum to make learning creative and accessible. We want our pupils to be fluent with a range of
tools to best express their understanding and we hope that, by Upper Key Stage 2, children will have the independence (animal learning
behaviour - tiger) and confidence to choose the best tool to fulfil the task and challenge set by teachers.
Implementation:

● Purple Mash will be used to deliver the Computing curriculum.  Computing lessons could start with a mindmap of what the children
already know under the headings of skills and knowledge. The children will also write questions about what they would like to find
out.

● Questioning will be developed throughout the teaching units with questions starters such as: if, when, will, should, could, would, how,
did, who, etc.

● A knowledge organiser and pre-learning of vocabulary (to offer equality of learning for all) will start the topic.
● Computing skills and knowledge will be taught through a variety of teaching and learning styles.
● Finally, the mindmap could be completed again, in a different colour, to show learning for knowledge and skills and the impact of the

teaching and learning will be recorded.
● Planning will be informed from the selected year group unit, according to our two-year rolling programme (for a mixed age class).
● Planning is provided by the Purple Mash Scheme.
● Children will refer back to prior learning before starting the next unit of work.
● Computing will be referred to and, at appropriate times, utilised in cross-curricular activities.

Impact:
There is an expected progression of skills mapped for each year group to identify the learning which will take place in each stage throughout
the school by following the computing programme of study against which the children and teachers will assess impact and attainment.
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